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Introduction

- People share news, ideas, and opinions on social network
- Social network becomes an unstructured data source contains valuable knowledge
- Many researches exploit the knowledge (e.g. topic, sentiment) to enhance the current applications
- Some useful applications:
  - Stock market prediction
  - Box-office revenues forecasting
- Twitter CashTag
  - Twitter provide stock ticker symbol, prefixed with a dollar sign ($)
  - Example: $AAPL for Apple, $GOOG for Google, $YHOO for Yahoo, etc.
Related Work

● Find correlation between sentiment on Twitter and DJIA (Bollen and Mao 2011)
● Use Twitter to predict individual stock price and box-office revenue of movie by constructing model based on various types of machine learning classifier (Arias, et. al. 2015)
● Propose the algorithm to extract sentiment and topic from Yahoo Finance Board for stock prediction (Nguyen, et. al 2015)
● Use social network features (e.g. verified account, numbers of follower) to cluster comovement stocks (Liu, et. al 2015)
Project Goals

- Can sentiment information on social network indicate stock price movement?
- Can topic explain the correlation between sentiment stock price movement?
Methods

- Data Collection
- Data Cleansing
- Sentiment Analysis
- Topic Mining
Methods: Data Collection & Cleansing

- **Data Collection**
  - Real Time Twitter Streaming API ([https://stream.twitter.com/1.1/statuses/filter.json](https://stream.twitter.com/1.1/statuses/filter.json))
  - Tweets collected using 3 different “cashtag” company ($AAPL, $GOOG, $YHOO) from April 1st, 2016 - April 29th, 2016.

- **Data Cleansing**
  - Filter tweets by language: english
  - AAPL: 137,560 tweets, GOOG: 51,060 tweets, YHOO: 17,360 tweets
  - Total Data: 205,980 tweets
Methods: Data Collection
Methods: Sentiment Analysis

- Construct classifier for sentiment classification
- 3 features are used
  - POS Tagging -> filter only adjective word as a feature
  - Unigram -> top 100 highest frequency words in tweet collection
  - Word Lexicon -> list of positive and negative words
- Use short product reviews to be training dataset
  - Total 10,000 reviews -> 5,000 positive reviews and 5,000 negative reviews
- Apply classifier to classify all tweets
- Calculate daily sentiment score by using sentiment polarity
  \[
  polarity = \frac{\# \text{ positive tweets} - \# \text{ negative tweets}}{\# \text{ positive tweets} + \# \text{ negative tweets}}
  \]
Methods: Sentiment Analysis

- Train 5 weak classifiers
- Use majority voting to classify sentiment label and use 100% confidence from this 5 classifiers
- Test the classifiers using 1000 positive + 1000 negative reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Naive Bayes</td>
<td>68.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multinomial Naive Bayes</td>
<td>65.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernoulli Naive Bayes</td>
<td>64.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistic Regression</td>
<td>63.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Support Vector</td>
<td>63.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Methods: Topic Mining

- Use ToPMine to generate topics and good phrases from tweets
- Daily topic mining
  - Not many topics occur in one day
- Monthly topic mining
  - Still not many occur in one month
  - However, good phrases seems sufficient and useful
- Use ToPMine to construct good phrases from tweets in one month
- Count good phrase occurrences and select top 30 from each day
- Good phrases should represent topics in each day
Result: AAPL

Accuracy: 62%
Result: GOOG

Accuracy: 71%
Result: YHOO

Accuracy: 52%
Result: AAPL
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Future Work

- Perform the sentiment analysis classifier to larger twitter data (1 year)
- Real time computation for stock price indicator using sentiment analysis classification to Twitter data stream
Conclusion

- People tweet with cashtag more often in weekdays and tend to less at weekend because the stock market only open in weekdays.
- Overall the twitter sentiment polarity for specific stock symbol cashtag matches the movement of the stock price with > 50% accuracy.
- Topic can help describe the correlation between Twitter sentiment and stock price.
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